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ABSTRACT 

 
Figure 1.  Arrangements of media playback controls gener-

ated automatically from the media-control Smart Template. 

One of the challenges of using mobile devices for ubiquitous re-
mote control is the creation of the user interface. If automatically 
generated designs are used, then they must be close in quality to 
hand-designed interfaces. Automatically generated interfaces can 
be dramatically improved if they use standard conventions to 
which users are accustomed, such as the arrangement of buttons 
on a telephone dial-pad or the conventional play, stop, and pause 
icons on a media player. Unfortunately, it can be difficult for a 
system to determine where to apply design conventions because 
each appliance may represent its functionality differently. Smart 
Templates is a technique that uses parameterized templates in the 
appliance model to specify when such conventions might be 
automatically applied in the user interface. Our templates easily 
adapt to existing appliance models and interface generators on 
different platforms can apply appropriate design conventions 
using templates. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
D.2.2 [Design Tools and Techniques]: User interfaces – auto-
matic generation. H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Graphical user 
interfaces (GUIs), Voice I/O – handheld computer interfaces, 
speech user interfaces.  

General Terms 
Algorithms, Design, Human Factors, Languages 

Keywords 
Automatic interface generation, Pebbles, handheld computers, 
appliances, personal digital assistants (PDAs), personal universal 
controller (PUC) 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A common problem for automatic interface generators has been 
that their interface designs do not conform to domain-specific 
design patterns that users are accustomed to. For example, an 
automated tool is unlikely to produce a standard telephone keypad 

layout. This problem is challenging for two reasons: the user in-
terface conventions used by designers must be described, and the 
interface generators must be able to recognize where to apply the 
conventions through analysis of the interface specification. Some 
systems [7] have dealt with this problem by defining specific 
rules for each application that apply the appropriate design con-
ventions. Other systems [2] rely on human designers to add 
design conventions to the interfaces after they are automatically 
generated. We have built the first system we are aware of that 
applies design conventions automatically for a wide variety of 
applications without defining specific rules for each generated 
interface. 

We are building a system called the personal universal controller 
(PUC) that automatically generates user interfaces for remotely 
controlling all the appliances in a user’s environment [3]. Unlike 
most previous model-based work, user interfaces generated by a 
PUC are intended for immediate use by people who are not 
trained interface designers. Therefore the user interfaces must be 
complete and usable without further modification. We do not 
expect that a user will want to walk up to their office photocopier 
with an important document, pull out their PUC device, and then 
spend time fixing the layout of their copier user interface. We 
have created PUC interface generators for multiple platforms, 
including PocketPC, Microsoft’s Smartphone, desktop computers, 
and speech interfaces.  
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We have recently added a feature to the PUC system called Smart 
Templates, which extend the primitive types in the PUC appliance 



<group name=”Counter” is-a=”time-duration”> 
  <labels> <label>Counter</label> </labels> 
 
  <state name=”Hours”> 
    <type> 
      <integer/> 
    </type> 
  </state> 
 
  <state name=”Minutes”> 
    <type> 
      <integer> 
        <min>0</min> <max>59</max> 
      </integer> 
    </type> 
  </state> 
</group> 
 
                                         
<state name=”SongLength” is-a=”time-duration”> 
  <type> 
    <string/> 
  </type> 
 
  <labels> <label>Length</label> </labels> 
<
 
/state> 

Figure 2.  Two examples of time-duration Smart Template 
instances from PUC appliance specifications. 

specification language with high-level semantic information. For 
example, the media-controls template defines that a state vari-
able with an enumerated type containing members labeled Play 
and Stop controls the playback of some media. PUC interface 
generators can use the information added by a Smart Template to 
apply design conventions and make interfaces more usable. If an 
interface generator does not recognize a template however, a user 
interface can still be created because Smart Templates are con-
structed from the primitive elements of our specification 
language. 

An important innovation is that Smart Templates are parameter-
ized, which allows them to cover both the common and unique 
functions of an appliance. For example, the media playback tem-
plate supports play and stop, but also optional related functions 
such as next track for CDs, fast-forward and reverse-play for tape 
players, and “play new” for phone answering machines (see 
Figure 1). Smart Templates also give appliances the flexibility to 
choose a functional representation that matches their internal 
implementation. For example, our time-duration Smart Tem-
plate allows single state variables with integer or string types, or 
multiple state variables (e.g. a state for hours and another for 
minutes). 

The PUC specification language and interface generators have 
been described elsewhere [3]. That paper mentions the need to 
describe high-level semantic information in our specification 
language, but does not offer a solution. This paper is the first 
discussion of how the PUC incorporates high-level semantic in-
formation. 

2. RELATED WORK 
Earlier model-based systems had some support for using design 
conventions in their generated interfaces. ITS [7] allows the 
specification of style rules, which could be shared across multiple 
applications. A style rule could create a conventional layout if it 
found particular relationships in ITS’s action or dialog layers. In 
practice, however, it was found that it was difficult to write and 
share style rules. HUMANOID [6] has the ability to apply custom 
displays to application-specific types. These displays are specific 
to the application however, and it is not clear whether they can be 
easily shared among applications. The display would also need to 
be modified if the representation of the type changed between 
applications. Most other model-based systems offer interface 
designers the ability to modify the interfaces after they were gen-
erated [2]. An important principle of Smart Templates is that no 
modifications are necessary since they allow conventional layouts 
to be applied automatically during interface generation. 
A number of systems exist for controlling appliances, many of 
which support the automatic generation of user interfaces [1, 5]. 
Of these, only the Ubiquitous Interactor (UBI) [4] has a technique 
for incorporating design conventions, although it is unclear 
whether UBI’s customization forms are portable between differ-
ent appliances. The Smart Template technique that we present 
here is general, and could probably be added to all of these sys-
tems. 

3. SMART TEMPLATES 
A Smart Template augments the grouping and primitive type 
information in our appliance specification language with knowl-
edge about the semantics of the data. Smart Templates are defined 

in advance by template writers, who specify the set of states and 
commands that can be included in a template. Some items are 
required and others are optional to allow flexibility in the differ-
ent functions an appliance may support and their 
implementations. Smart Templates are used in the appliance 
specification to add semantic information to either a group or 
state variable with the special is-a attribute (see Figure 2). Add-
ing this attribute requires the appliance specification to conform 
to the definition of that Smart Template. Finally, Smart Templates 
are rendered by interface generators based upon the chosen tem-
plate and the content that was included within the template in the 
appliance specification. 

3.1 Definition  
A template writer starts by selecting the state variables and com-
mands that the template may contain, and then defines the names, 
types, values, and other properties that these elements must have. 
The challenge for the template writer is to find the different com-
binations of states and commands that an appliance implementer 
is likely to use. This makes it easier for appliance specification 
writers to use the templates, because there is no need to modify 
the appliance’s internal data representation in order to interface 
with the controller infrastructure. For example, Windows Media 
Player makes the duration of a song available as a single integer 
while our Sony DV Camcorder makes the playback counter avail-
able as a string. Using our time-duration Smart Template, both 
of these representations can be handled appropriately by an inter-
face generator, while still providing a consistent look and feel to 
users. 
Allowing many combinations of states and commands in a tem-
plate definition also allows a single Smart Template to be applied 
across multiple kinds of appliances. Two representations of play 
controls are allowed by the media-controls template: a single 
state with an enumerated type, or a set of commands. If a single 
state is used, then each item of the enumeration must be labeled. 
Some labels must be used, such as Play and Stop, and others are 
optional, such as Record. If multiple commands are used, then 



each command must represent a function such as Play and Stop. 
Some functions must be represented by a command and others are 
optional. This template also allows three commands for functions 
that are commonly included in the same group as the play con-
trols, including the previous and next track functions for CD and 
MP3 players, and the play new function for answering machines. 
We have defined several templates and plan to define many more. 

3.2 Rendering 
Smart Templates allow interface generators to use platform-
specific controls that are consistent with other user interfaces on 
the same device. In the case of our time-duration Smart Tem-
plate implementation, each platform has a different standard 
control for manipulating time that our interface generators use. 
Unfortunately, none of our platforms have built-in controls for 
media playback, so our media-controls Smart Template does 
not benefit in the same way. The Smartphone media-controls 
implementation does mimic the interface used by the Smartphone 
version of Windows Media Player however, and thus is consistent 
with another application on that device (see Figure 3). 
Smart Templates are also able to intelligently choose a rendering 
based upon the contents of the template. For example, each im-
plementation of the time-duration template only renders the 
time units that are meaningful, and each implementation of our 
media-controls Smart Template renders buttons for only the 
functions that are available. The media-controls implementa-
tions on the PocketPC and desktop extend this by intelligently 
laying out the buttons on one or more lines depending on space, 
enlarging buttons of greater importance such as Play, and using a 
grid to create aesthetically pleasing arrangements (see Figure 1). 

4. FUTURE WORK 
In the immediate future we plan to define and implement many 
new Smart Templates in our system. As we connect our system to 
more appliances, we expect that we will find many more uses for 
Smart Templates. A goal of our work is to create a comprehensive 
list of templates for common appliances available for others. 
We also plan to implement Smart Templates in our speech inter-
face generator. This should improve certain aspects of those 
interfaces, especially for common types such as date and time. 
The current speech generator does not speak a time properly (say-
ing one colon two four, for 1:24) because it does not know that 
the value represents a time. With a Smart Template, the speech 
system will be able to use the extra semantic information to im-

prove its speaking ability. We believe there are many other 
situations where semantic information can benefit our speech 
interface generator. 

 
Figure 3.  Generated user interfaces for controlling Windows 

Media Player. On the left, two screens from a Smartphone 
interface. On the right, a screen from a PocketPC interface. 

Finally, we intend to conduct user studies to compare the inter-
faces generated by a PUC with the interfaces developed by 
manufacturers’ for their own appliances. Our goal is to show that 
users’ performance with our generated interfaces match or exceed 
their performance with the manufacturers’ interfaces. 

5. CONCLUSION 
We have described Smart Templates, a technique for improving 
automatically generated interfaces. This technique is novel be-
cause it uses parameterized templates to allow automatic interface 
generators to create interfaces that are consistent and more usable. 
Parameterization makes appliance specifications easier to create 
because it does not require appliances to be implemented in a 
particular way. Smart Templates can be used by interface genera-
tors to render basic elements such as time and more complex 
structures such as the playback controls for a media player. If an 
interface generator does not recognize a template, it can still be 
rendered because templates are described in terms of the primitive 
elements of our description language. Automatic interface genera-
tors can use Smart Templates to improve their interfaces by using 
layouts that are consistent with other interfaces on the same de-
vice and with other appliances in the world.  
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